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Steps to Net Zero
Waste and reuse
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To keep wood in 
circulation for longer 
while minimising our 
own environmental 
impact.

How: …by finding creative 
ways to transform wood waste 
and sustainably sourced 
timber into commercially 
viable products through 
upcycling.

Why: …because most wood 
waste is currently chipped or 
burned as biomass. Upcycling 
wood means retaining the 
material’s inherent value, 
displacing demand for new 
wood and reducing carbon 
emissions.

To be financially responsible 
and commercially sustainable.

How: by growing our business and 
managing costs effectively.

Why: because being a financially 
sustainable business provides the platform 
we need to achieve our social and 
environmental ambitions.

Help people develop new skills 
to recognise and achieve their 
full potential.

How: by providing volunteering and training 
opportunities as a practical means for 
tackling barriers and social exclusion.

Why: because we value people and by 
promoting and supporting their development 
and wellbeing we can improve society and 
the community we live in. 

Building a thriving 
business and 
community
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Help people develop new 
skills to recognise and 
achieve their full potential.

To keep wood in 
circulation for longer 
while minimising our own 
environmental impact.

To be financially 
responsible and 
commercially sustainable.



Volunteers are 
central to our 
operations



Waste wood 
collections 
service
Furniture,
misc. pieces,
plus a wider 
spectrum of 
reclaimed wood









Indoor & outdoor stock products
predominantly made from reclaimed 
scaffold boards



Larger 
bespoke 
projects
for both 
public and 
private 
spaces



One-off 
bespoke 
pieces



Pallets
Cladding 
panels
Products - 
log store



Reclaimed hardwood 
Bespoke pieces
Stock products



RE-CASK
Funded project which 
saved 80 whisky barrels 
and 4 tonnes of CO2 
being released



Sheet materials
Peg boards for 
Scottish Libraries
CNC prototype 
storage crates



Maximising scaffold board reuse
Offcuts organised by size
Our Eigg stool utilises this timber
Small pieces heat the workshop
End bands sent for recycling



Clean sawdust
Used by animal owners



Other materials
Plastic strapping 
reuse 
Larger scale 
recycling needed



Our latest news including 
environmental reporting, 
community creations and more: 
glasgowwood.org.uk/news

Brochures, reports and other 
resources (to be developed!): 
glasgowwood.org.uk/brochures-
and-resources


